ABSTRACT
COMPUTATIONAL DETAILS The Bayes tests: BST and BHT
Posterior distributions of trees were approximated using a Markov chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) algorithm based on the Metropolis-Hastings sampler (e.g. Gilks et al, 1996) . Prior distributions were chosen to be non-informative as described in Huelsenbeck and Imennov (2002) . Parameters θ of the evolutionary process (branch lengths, transition-transversion rate ratio, base frequencies and the shape parameter of the gamma distribution modelling amongsite rate variation) were drawn from normal proposal densities centred on the current parameter values (e.g., Aris-Brosou and Yang, 2002) . The tree space was explored with the NNI algorithm (e.g. Yang and Rannala, 1997) , and trees were indexed with respect to a leftright ordering of the leaves giving unique in-order transversal representations (Yang, 1997; Larget and Simon, 1999) . At a given step of the MCMC where the chain is in state φ, a new state φ * is proposed, consisting either in an update of one of the components of θ (branch length, etc.), or in a topology change. The proposed state is then accepted with probability:
For each MCMC run, the 10,000 first steps of the chain were discarded (burn-in) and the chain was then sampled every 100 steps until 10,000 samples were collected. Four chains starting from different initial values were run to check convergence as follows. For each run, time series outputs of each parameter (θ) were analysed and consistency of the estimates across the different runs, as well as with their maximum likelihood estimates, was checked.
The posterior probability of tree T i is then estimated by the proportion of trees T i sampled at stationarity.
Unlike the computation of posterior probabilities, the algorithm estimating the BF keeps the topology constant, as specified by (5) (see main text). The integration is carried out by the same MCMC implementation as above. Computation of (2) (see main text) is difficult and cannot be carried out directly. Instead, a general means of estimating integrals of the form:
is to generate a sample from a distribution p * (θ) and calculate the simulation consistent estimator:
where w i is the importance sampling function ) ( ) (
. By taking:
at a given T i and substituting into (SI-3), the probability of the data under a given model tree T i (2) (see main text) can be estimated by the harmonic mean of the likelihood sampled from the posterior distribution (Raftery, 1996) :
where is sampled from the posterior distribution at the t t i θ th step along the MCMC, and N is the number of steps sampled for inference. This estimator proved here to be stable across independent MCMC runs. Although exponentiation of the log-probabilities could be achieved via a scaling procedure to avoid underflows (e.g., Yang, 1997) , it was here taken with Mathematica 
The frequentist tests: BP, SH and SOWH
Besides the BST and the BHT, I also compute and refer in the main text to the BP, estimated by RELL (Kishino et al., 1990) , as well as p-values of the SOWH test and the SH test were computed. 10,000 replicates were used to estimate BP and the p-values of the SH test. 500
replicates were simulated with evolver (Yang, 1997) under each tree T i tested for by the SOWH test. The "posPpud approximation under H A " (Goldman et al., 2000) was used to lessen the computational burden: This saves on estimating parameters of the substitution model under the alternative hypothesis that a tree other than T i is correct.
